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 Description: Note: This Source Plugin requires at least 3.4.1. What is it? EventScripts Source provides a way to use
EventScripts in multiple text fields. For example, you can use EventScripts to change the size of multiple text boxes to a specific
size, and a button can be added to the next text box to allow the user to change their desired text size. Why would you need it? A
number of programs in Puppy are currently relying on EventScripts, and they will likely continue to need to rely on it. While the

current source code may work, it may not be easy to change to allow use with different programs in the future. For example,
EventScripts is not very useful for changing the size of a text area in an application such as FireFox or Gkrellm, and so we can't

take advantage of it right now. How to use it How to use EventScripts Source: Firstly, you need to make sure EventScripts
Source is installed. Download it from the Source Site. The archive package name for this release is: EventScripts-

source-3.4.0.tar.bz2. Then, open a terminal and browse to the directory containing the package: Code: cd
/usr/share/puppy/source Then make sure that the.pet is readable: chmod +x EventScripts-source.pet Now, you need to make an
event script. It can be in a file on your hard drive, or in a directory called /usr/local/puppy/extras. Open a terminal and type: cd
/usr/local/puppy/extras and then type: nano.config and enter your text to create the script. For example, if you wanted to change
the size of every text field on a page to 25 pixels, and you wanted to save the script in a file called resize25.php you could type:

The first number determines how big your selection will be. I suggest making it the smallest number possible that does not
affect the rest of the text. The second number sets the background colour. The colour of the text that is affected by the script

can be changed by using a hex 82157476af
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